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We analyze two paradigmatic systems, linear harmonic oscillator (LHO) and two-level system (TLS) coupled to a heat bath, while their transition 
frequency is determined by the temperature of the heat bath. We study processes in which the temperature is changed, directly affecting the 
dynamical and thermodynamic properties of the systems. Study of the equilibrium thermodynamic properties of the LHO and TLS is presented. 
In the equilibrium situation we focus on basic thermodynamic variables and their temperature dependence. Assuming different temperature 
dependences of the systems' transition frequency we study behavior of von Neumann entropy and the heat capacities during quasireversible 
changes of the bath temperature. Such study can be understood as an extension of [1] to different forms of the effective Hamiltonian and 
different model systems.

Conclusions: 

  we have studied a LHO and TLS coupled to its surroundings by a bath temperature T - dependent force
  LHO position variance can diverge, saturate, or decrease (localisation effect) with increasing bath temperature
  LHO von Neumann entropy can as well diverge, saturate, or decrease (cooling effect) with increasing bath temperature
  LHO entropic and thermodynamic heat capacity can be negative allowing to „witness“ system-bath strong coupling
  TLS von Neumann entropy can as well saturate at lower value, or decrease (cooling effect) with increasing bath temperature
  TLS entropic heat capacity can be negative allowing to witness system-bath strong coupling
  TLS thermodynamic heat capacity is positive, can diverge; does it allow for witnessing system-bath strong coupling by such divergence?
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